
 

 

Political Assassination 
To whom it may concern: 

 

The following is stated under the penalty of perjury 28 U.S.CS 1746, Jared K., Jan. 30, 

2019. 

 

Due to the M.D.O.C. labeling me as a political prisoner, prisoner of war, jailhouse 

lawyer, sociologist, martial artist, historian, prominent class-action lawsuit filer, 

organizer, mobilizer, New African Nationalist Revolutionary, Freedom fighter, 

Boycotter, and Human Rights Watcher, etc., labels I have not designated to myself.  

 

]Since 5/17/18 I've been subjected to the oppression of S.E.C.C. Administration staff, 

Classification staff and Custody staff. I have logs of most of the times and events that 

have occurred, but I'll describe what I've endured while at S.E.C.C. Imminently I am 

suffering from PTSD, and I have an ultra-hostile relationship with staff. Camera and 

audio recording orders were instituted while I was in administrative segregation, so all of 

my interactions with MDOC staff are audio and visually recorded on portable cameras. If 

staff so much as talk to me, it has to be recorded. This was first instituted at JCCC where 

a guard by the name of Steven Denton swung on me (on camera), and I defended myself.  

 

Subsequently, I was brutally beaten by staff, and all of my property was destroyed. I was 

released to the general population into a lower level camp.  Custody Staff, Eric Lynch, 

Elijah King, Jason W. Houby, and Xaxier Calvillo (employee #E0129998, E0136833, 

E0123248, E0139623, E0139874, E0135527, and E0140479) are indefinitely placed on 

non-contact status with me due to their hostile relationship, which could lead to injury to 

staff or myself. 

 

Respectfully thank you. 

 

On 5/17/18 I was transferred from SECC to JCCC. This transfer was in retaliation for my 

exposure of prisoner abuse by the staff at SECC. My victimization is a safety and security 

issue for the institution of SECC, and it is ongoing. In brief, I will describe the many 

incidents that have occurred. On 6/12/18 I was beaten while in handcuffs, elbow 

restraints and leg shackles, under the supervision of COII Michael Hacoyd (spelling?) by 

guards Bolin, Cecil and McSpaden. On 2/16/18 I was pepper sprayed excessively by 

COII Roberts and thrown into a suicide cell, naked, and contaminated by mace. On 

9/4/18 I was again maced excessively by COII Willowby and thrown into a mace-

contaminated suicide cell. In the month of May/June COI Jason Z. Wilson grabbed my 

buttocks and said I have a big cock and I would only be freed if I masturbated for him.  



 

 

On Aug 24/25 2018 COI Masterson and COI Reeves taunted me and told me I'd be raped, 

beaten and killed at SECC and a broomstick would be stuck in my ass. Warden Jason 

Lewis, Omar Clarke, Bill Stange, and Armstrong have all placed ingoing and outgoing 

obstruction hits on my mail. Caseworker Rebecca J. Neal, April Samples, Bruce 

Hanebrink, Young, Clifton, Cossey, and Joshua Carter have denied me access to the 

courts. Mailroom official Kate Hampton has tampered with my mail. Records officer 

Yolande Hutcheson isn't upholding RSMO Chapter 552.031.1 and Gary Goings vs. 

MDOC Administration officials and Administration officials aren't upholding RSMo 

Chapter 217.410, 217.380, 217. 375, 217, 415, and IS 19/1/1 through 19/1/4, violating 

several of my human rights. 

 

In H.U. 1 cells, I was exposed to bug and mice infestation, paint chippings, outside 

elements, and rust. Several members of staff have put glass, rocks, dust, lint, etc. in my 

food. In October while on a visit, Robert E. Steger assaulted me and ejaculated into my 

sink, maced my walls and tore up several of my family photos. Robert Willowby 

constantly criticizes me and puts me on meal loaf food restrictions. Marcus A. Carchado 

turned off the water in my cell for a week and told me to drink out of the toilet. M. 

Tucker, Eric Lynch, Xavier Calivillo, and Elijah King have seized and discarded all of 

the legal mail in my cell and destroyed political posters, etc… You can't imagine what 

I've endured. This is a warning notice to the M.D.O.C. I have a right to self-defense if I 

fear I am in imminent danger. I will not allow M.D.O.C. to keep abusing me. 

 

Respectfully, 

Jared K. 

 

 
 


